Abstract. In this paper, we study the hard Lefschetz property of a symplectic manifold which admits a Hamiltonian torus action. More precisely, let (M, ω) be a 6-dimensional compact symplectic manifold with a Hamiltonian T 2 -action. We will show that if the moment map image of M is a GKM-graph and if the graph is index-increasing, then (M, ω) satisfies the hard Lefschetz property.
Introduction
Let (M, ω) be a 2n-dimensional compact symplectic manifold. We say that ω satisfies the hard Lefschetz property if [ω] n−k :
n−k is an isomorphism for every k = 0, 1, · · · , n. When (M, ω) is Kähler, i.e. there is a complex structure J compatible with ω, then J allows Lefschetz decomposition of H * (M ) so that (M, ω) satisfies the hard Lefschetz property. In symplectic case, the hard Lefschetz property does not hold in general. See [Go] . In this paper, we address the following conjecture given in [JHKLM] .
Conjecture 1.1. [JHKLM] Let (M, ω) be a closed symplectic manifold with a Hamiltonian circle action. Assume that all fixed points are isolated. Then (M, ω) satisfies the hard Lefschetz property.
As Y. Karshon said in [JHKLM] , the condition "isolated fixed points" is a strong assumption in the sense that an example of non-Kähler Hamiltonian S 1 -manifold with isolated fixed points is not found until now. In particular, every symplectic toric manifold is Kähler. Also, if dim M = 4, then every closed Hamiltonian S 1 -manifold with isolated fixed points is Kähler. See [Ka] .
Remark 1.2. O. Mathiew studied the hard Lefschetz property in non-equivariant cases. He proved that a compact symplectic manifold (M, ω) satisfies the hard Lefschetz property if and only if every cohomology class in H
* (M ) has a symplectic harmonic representative. See [Ma] or [Ya] for the details. As far as the authors know, there is no result related to Conjecture 1.1.
Note that the hard Lefschetz property is a condition for ordinary cohomology. But we may deal with Conjecture 1.1 using equivariant cohomology as follows. Let (M, ω) be a smooth compact symplectic manifold and let S 1 be a unit circle group acts on (M, ω) in a Hamiltonian fashion. Then (M, ω) is an equivariantly formal space so that the equivariant cohomology H * S 1 (M ) := H * (M × S 1 ES 1 ) is isomorphic to H * (M ) ⊗ H * (BS 1 ) as an H * (BS 1 )-module. In particular, the inclusion map i : M ֒→ M × S 1 ES 1 as a fiber induces a ring epimorphism i * : H * S 1 (M ) → H * (M ) whose kernel is an ideal of H H * (BS 1 ) of degree two. In fact, as a Cartan model, every homogeneous element x of H k T (M ) can be written by x k ⊗ 1 + x k−2 ⊗ u + x k−4 ⊗ u 2 + · · · for some {x i | ∈ H i (M )} and it satisfies i * (x) = x k . Hence if x is of degree 2n, then we have
where M is an integration along the fiber M, [M ] is a fundamental homology class of M , and <, > is a cap product. Note that Conjecture 1.1 is equivalent to say that the Hodge-Riemann bilinear form
is non-singular for every k = 0, 1, · · · , n. Now, choose any α, β, ω ∈ H * S 1 (M ) such that i * ( α) = α, i * ( β) = β, and ı * ( ω) = ω. As mentioned above, we have
Hence when we compute the integral on the left-hand side, we can apply AtiyahBott-Berlin-Vergne localization theorem so that we may approach Conjecture 1.1 via equivariant cohomology theory.
In this paper, we apply the procedure above to Hamiltonian GKM-manifolds. Let T be a compact torus and let (M, ω) be a smooth compact symplectic manifold with a Hamiltonian T-action with a moment map µ : M → t * , where t * is a dual of Lie algebra of T . For ξ ∈ t, denote µ, ξ by µ ξ where , is the evaluation pairing between t * and t. Then our Hamiltonian
(1) The fixed point set M T is finite, and (2) for each v ∈ M T , the 1-dimensional weights of the isotropy representation of T on T v M are pairwise linearly independent. By definition, a 2n-dimensional Hamiltonian GKM manifold (M, ω) with k-dimensional T -action defines an n-valent graph Γ embedded in R k ∼ = t as follows. Denote by E Γ and V Γ the sets of edges and vertices of Γ, respectively.
•
Since any T -invariant two sphere has exactly two fixed points, each edge e ∈ E Γ connects two vertices. In fact, for any fixed point z ∈ M T , a tangent space at z can be decomposed into the sum of one-dimensional T -invariant subspaces T z M = i T αi with a weight α i for each i = 1, 2, · · · , n. Then the closure of each T αi is an embedded T -invariant two sphere such that the Lie algebra of its stabilizer is ker α i . Since each weights are pairwise linearly independent by definition, Γ is a well-defined n-valent graph. Now, let ξ ∈ t * . We say ξ is generic if α, ξ = 0 for every isotropy weight for every fixed point, i.e. ξ is not orthogonal to any edge vector. If ξ is generic, then ξ defines an orientation on each edge e ∈ E Γ such that if e connects two vertices v and w, then the orientation of e is defined by v → w if w − v, ξ > 0. For each oriented edges e ∈ E Γ , set i(e) = v (t(e) = w, respectively) an initial vertex (terminal vertex, respectively). With a fixed generic vector ξ, we can define an index of v ∈ V Γ , denote by λ v , as the number of edges which comes into v along the given orientation. Definition 1.4. Γ is called is index increasing if there is a generic vector ξ ∈ t * such that µ ξ (i(e)) < µ ξ (t(e)) implies λ i(e) < λ t(e) for each e ∈ E Γ . Now we are ready to state our theorem. Theorem 1.5. Let T be a two-dimensional torus and let (M, ω) be a 6-dimensional Hamiltonian GKM manifold with a moment map µ. If the corresponding GKMgraph is index increasing, then (M, ω) satisfies the hard Lefschetz property. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we will give a brief introduction to GKM-theory and equivariant Thom class for GKM-graph which was first introduced by Guillemin and Zara [GZ] . And we will give an explicit formula of equivariant Thom class in terms of the weights of isotropy representation in our cases. In Section 3, we will give a complete proof of Theorem 1.5.
Hamiltonian GKM manifolds, GKM graphs, and equivariant Thom classes
In this section, we give a brief introduction to Hamiltonian GKM manifolds and GKM graphs. Since we want to discuss about a hard Lefschetz property in this paper, we will only deal with Hamiltonian GKM manifolds rather than general GKM manifolds.
Let Γ be an n-valent graph embedded in R k . Denote by E Γ an edge set and V Γ a vertex set, respectively. Assume that V Γ = {z 1 , z 2 , · · · , z m } and let e ij be an edge connecting z i and z j . A graph cohomology ring H(Γ) of Γ is defined by
The product structure of the ring H(Γ) is nothing but a component-wise product of polynomials. It is not hard to show that H(Γ) is a commutative ring with unity (1, 1, · · · , 1). We will give a grading of H(Γ) such that deg
We also denote by supp f = {v ∈ V Γ |f (v) = 0}. Now, we will explain how to get an n-valent graph from a Hamiltonian torus action as follows.
Definition 2.1 (Hamiltonian GKM manifolds). Let T be a compact torus of dimension k. A Hamiltonian GKM manifold is a compact symplectic manifold (M, ω, T ) equipped with a Hamiltonian T -action satisfying (1) The fixed point set M T is finite, and (2) for each v ∈ M T , the 1-dimensional weights of the isotropy representation of T on T v M are pairwise linearly independent.
For a given Hamiltonian GKM manifold (M, ω, T ) with a moment map µ : M → t * , the associated graph Γ with a vertex set V Γ and an edge set E Γ is defined by
The following theorem is a symplectic version of a theorem due to Goresky, Kottwitz, and MacPherson.
For a given Hamiltonian GKM manifold (M, ω, T ) with an associated graph (Γ, V Γ , E Γ ), let S be a T -invariant two sphere with two fixed points p and q and let e = µ(S) be the edge corresponding to S. let ν(S) be a T -equivariant normal bundle over S. By choosing a T -invariant almost complex structure J, we may regard ν(S) as a T -equivariant complex vector bundle over the sphere S. Hence we may decompose ν(S) into the sum of complex one-dimensional T -equivariant line bundles ξ i over S so that ν(S) = ⊕ i ξ i . Let α(S) p be the weight of the isotropy representation on T p S so that α(S) p = −α(S) q . Similarly, for each ξ i , let α i (p) (β i (q), respectively) be the weight of T -representation on the fiber ξ i | p over p (ξ i | q over q, respectively).
Lemma 2.3. For each i, we have
where k is the first Chern number of ξ i over S.
Proof. See [Au] pp.289.
As a corollary, we have the following.
becomes an oriented graph. For each oriented edge e ∈ E Γ with two end points i(e) = p and t(e) = q, let {α i } ({β i }, respectively) be the set of all weight vectors at p (q, respectively). Then there is a bijective map θ pq :
To clarify, we will use the following notation. For an oriented (Γ, V Γ , E Γ ), define a map α : E Γ → t * such that for each edge e ∈ E Γ , α assigns a weight vector α e in the direction of the orientation of e. Also, for each vertex p ∈ V Γ , denote by {α i,p } the set of all weights at p. The following lemma enable us to assume that θ pq (α i,p ) = α i,q for every p, q ∈ V Γ .
Lemma 2.5 (GZ, Proposition 2.2). For each oriented edge e ∈ E Γ , we can reorder α j,i(e) 's and α j,t(e) 's so that α 1,i(e) = −α 1,t(e) = α e and α j,i(e) ≡ α j,t(e) mod α e for each j = 1.
For a given Hamiltonian GKM manifold (M, ω, T ) with an associated graph (Γ, V Γ , E Γ ), let ξ be a generic vector so that it gives an orientation on (Γ, V Γ , E Γ ). We say that an edge e ∈ E Γ is ascending or descending if µ ξ i(e) < µ ξ t(e) or µ ξ i(e) > µ ξ t(e) , respectively. And, a path in Γ is ascending or descending if its edges are all ascending or descending, respectively. For v ∈ V Γ , let E 
We call τ ± v a equivariant Thom class for v ∈ V Γ .
6-dimensional Hamiltonian GKM manifolds
From now on, we focus on our case, i.e. 6-dimensional Hamiltonian GKM manifold with an index increasing moment map µ ξ . In this dimension, there are the same number of index two and four vertices because numbers of them are equal to the second and fourth betti numbers and these betti numbers are the same. And, it is trivial that the Hodge-Riemann bilinear form HR k is nonsingular for k = 2 because M is simply connected and symplectic. So, it remains to show that HR 2 is nonsingular. For this, we would calculate its determinant directly case by case with respect to certain bases:
, HR 2 is nonsingular if and only if the matrix
is nonsingular (since the order of p k 's (resp. q j 's) does not affect nonsingularity, we do not specify which vertex is p k (resp. q j ) unless otherwise stated). For the calculation, we need formulate the coefficient a jk : we will see that a jk is dependant only on τ
Before we indulge into this, we introduce our notational convention for vertices and some abbreviated notations on edges and weights for simplicity. Also, we prove an easy lemma on zeros of a graph cohomology element.
Notation 3.1.
(1) Denote by o and r the index zero and six vertices of Γ (with respect to µ ξ ), respectively. And, denote by p and q arbitrary index two and four vertices of Γ, respectively. (
Proof.
(1) It is straightforward by Theorem 2.2.
(2) Assume f (v 0 ) = 0 for some v 0 ∈ V Γ . By assumption, each α j,v0 divides f (v 0 ). But since three α j,v0 's are pairwise linearly independent, f (v 0 ) should be of polynomial degree at least three by unique factorization of the polynomial ring S(t
. This is a contradiction. Now, we will introduce two real-valued functions c p,q and l p,q for index two vertices p and index four vertices q by which we will formulate a jk in Lemma 3.3. First, l p,q is defined as follows:
If p and q are adjacent, it is trivial that µ(p) and µ(q) are different, so l p,q becomes positive. Next, we investigate τ + p (q) to define c p,q . If p and q are not adjacent, then p and q are not connected by ascending path by the index increasing property. So, τ + p (q) = 0 by Theorem 2.6. If p and q are adjacent, we pick a vertex v = p which is adjacent to and below q, see Figure 3 .1. It exists uniquely because Γ is three-valent and q is already adjacent to the index two vertex p and the index six vertex r. And, its index is less than or equal to two by the index increasing property. Since By using these two real valued functions, we obtain the following formulation of a jk :
Lemma 3.3. For index two vertices p k and index four vertices q j , Proof.
(1) First, observe that the support of the graph cohomology class
is contained in {q j } by Theorem 2.6 (or see (3.1)) and the definition of the equivariant symplectic form ω(v) = µ(v). By localization theorem for H * G (M, R),
The situation consists of two cases according to adjacency of p k and q j . If p k and q j are not adjacent, τ
(q j ) is equal to zero as we have seen in the definition of c p,q . So, a jk is equal to zero, i.e. (1) holds in this case by (3.3). If p k and q j are adjacent, let v = p k be the vertex which is adjacent to and below q j . This vertex exists uniquely as we have seen in the definition of c p,q . Then by using definition of two functions c p,q and l p,q , the above calculation continues as follows:
Therefore, we obtain (1).
(2) follows easily by (3.3).
In some cases, the equivalent condition Lemma 3.3. (2) is sufficient in showing that the determinant is nonzero, but in the other cases we need new conditions under which a jk is negative, i.e. c p,q is positive. From now until the proof of the main theorem, our main interest is in finding such conditions. A subset of a two-dimensional vector space X is in the same side with respect to a straight line L if it is contained in the closure of a component of X − L. By using this terminology, we continue arguments on definition of c p,q to explain geometric meaning of c p,q when p and q are adjacent, and then to state an easy condition on positivity of c p,q . By definition of graph cohomology, we have
. This means that µ(q) + c p,q · α q,v is contained in the straight line µ(p) + ν + p + R · α p,q . This is interpreted as follows: the straight Figure  3 .2 in which the line segment connecting µ(p), µ(q) and the dotted straight line are parallel as denoted by the doubled tick marks. By this interpretation, we can easily observe that two vectors ν + p and c p,q · α q,v are in the same side with respect to the straight line R · α p,q , i.e. for the evaluation pairing , and a nonzero lie algebra element v 0 perpendicular to R · α p,q , the multiplication By using Lemma 3.4, we can state more refined condition to guarantee positivity of c p,q . For this, we introduce a cycle and investigate its shape. For an index two vertex p, we denote by γ p the cycle whose vertices consist of p itself and vertices connected to p by ascending paths, and call it the ascending cycle starting at p. So, its vertices are the right hand side of (3.1). An ascending cycle is triangular or tetragonal if it has three or four vertices, respectively. Easily, γ p is triangular if and only if p and r are adjacent.
Example 3.6. In Figure 3 .5, we can see examples of ascending cycles. Each of (a), (b) has one triangular and no tetragonal ascending cycle, and each of (c), (e) has one triangular and one tetragonal ascending cycles. Each of (d), (f) has two tetragonal ascending cycles. And, (g) has three tetragonal ascending cycles.
For a tetragonal ascending cycle γ p starting at p, we denote by γ p the image of the 1-skeleta corresponding to γ p under µ, i.e. γ p is a tetragon in t * . It is classical that tetragons are classified into three types as follows: For the proof of this, we need the following lemma which is just rewriting Lemma 2.5 in the terminology 'in the same side': Lemma 3.9. For each oriented edge e ∈ E Γ , we can reorder α j,i(e) 's and α j,t(e) 's so that (1) α 1,i(e) = −α 1,t(e) = α e , and (2) α j,i(e) , α j,t(e) are in the same side with respect to R · α e for each j = 1.
The proof of the lemma is similar to the proof of Lemma 3.4. By using this, we can obtain a proof of the proposition as follows: Proof of Proposition 3.8. Pick the vertex v = p which is adjacent to and below q. And, let q ′ = q be the index four vertex which is adjacent to and above p, see Figure 3 .4. Since γ p is convex, α p,q ′ and α q,r are in the same side with respect to R · α p,q . Then, by Lemma 3.9, α p,o and α q,v should be in the same side with respect to R · α p,q . Then, c p,q is positive by Lemma 3.4. Figure  3 .5, if γ p is tetragonal, it is convex. By using three conditions for nonzero or positive c p,q (i.e. (3.3), Lemma 3.4, Proposition 3.8), we will show that the determinant of the matrix (a jk ) 1≤j,k≤b2 is nonzero. However for this we need understand moment map images more precisely on which three conditions are highly dependant. So, we would classify them into seven types according to four criteria of Table 3.1. Let E, V be the numbers of non-oriented edges and vertices of Γ, respectively. Then, the number of index two vertices is equal to V/2 − 1, and 2E = 3V holds by three-valency. Table 3 .1.
Proposition 3.11. The action satisfies one of (a)∼(g) in
For example of this, see Figure 3 .5. Proof of this is found in Section 4, but uninterested readers may skip it without loss of continuity.
Remark 3.12. Tolman's example, see [T] , has a generic ξ such that (1) µ ξ is index increasing, (2) γ p is not convex and c p,q is negative for some p, q. Actually, this corresponds to Table 3 
.1.(d), and is similar to Figure 3.5.(d).
Next, we show that ascending cycles are always convex in the case of Finally, we prove our main theorem.
Proof of Theorem 1.5. Our proof is done by showing that (a jk ) 1≤j,k≤b2 is nonsingular for each case of Table 3 .1. First, we deal with Table 3 .1.(a), (b). In these cases, b 2 = 1 and the only index two, four vertices are adjacent because Γ is a complete graph. So, (a jk ) 1≤j,k≤b2 is a nonzero 1 × 1 matrix by Lemma 3.3, i.e. nonsingular. Second, we deal with Table 3 .1.(c), (e). In these cases, b 2 = 2 and the number of tetragonal ascending cycles is equal to 1, so the number of non-oriented edges connecting index two and four vertices is three, i.e. (a jk ) 1≤j,k≤b2 is a triangular 2 × 2 matrix with three nonzero entries by Lemma 3.3. So, it is nonsingular.
Third, we deal with Table 3 .1.(g). In this case, b 2 = 3, and each ascending cycle is tetragonal and convex by Proposition 3.11, 3.13. So, if p k and q j are adjacent, c p k ,qj is positive by Proposition 3.8, i.e. a jk is negative by Lemma 3.3. And in the matrix (a jk ) 1≤j,k≤b2 , three entries are zero, and zeros appear one time in each row and column by Lemma 3.3. Since we are only interested in whether det (a jk ) 1≤j,k≤b2 is zero or not, we may interchange rows of (a jk ) 1≤j,k≤b2 . So, we may assume that only diagonal entries are zero. Then, det (a jk ) 1≤j,k≤b2 = a 12 a 23 a 31 + a 13 a 21 a 32 < 0.
So, (a jk ) 1≤j,k≤b2 is nonsingular.
Last, we deal with Figure 3 .6: the dashed straight line passing through µ(r) and µ(q 1 ) in (d) (resp. µ(r) and µ(o) in (f)) intersects the dotted line segment connecting µ(p 1 ) and µ(p 2 ). In these cases, b 2 = 2 and the number of tetragonal ascending cycles is equal to two, i.e. each index two vertex is adjacent to two index four vertices. So, all entries a jk 's are nonzero. To show that the determinant of (a jk ) 1≤j,k≤b2 is nonzero, we would apply a column operation on it to obtain a triangular matrix with three nonzero entries. For this, we need a lemma. 
Proof. First, we show that the following are linearly independent: (3.6) τ + p1 · ω − µ(p 1 ) (r) and τ + p2 · ω − µ(p 2 ) (r) in both cases. By Theorem 2.6, τ + p k is zero at o. Moreover since o and r are adjacent by Table 3 .1, τ + p k (r) = d · α r,o for some nonzero real d (this is very similar to (3.2)). By this, we have
and our problem is reduced to show that µ(r) − µ(p 1 ) and µ(r) − µ(p 2 ) are linearly independent, i.e. to show that µ(r), µ(p 1 ), µ(p 2 ) are not collinear. In Figure 3 .6, we observe that the dashed line does not intersect the dotted line segment at µ(r) which is an extremal point in µ(M ). Therefore, they are not collinear.
Assume the contrary, i.e. (3.5) is zero at both q 1 , q 2 . Since (3.5) is already zero at v = o, p 1 , p 2 , (3.5) is nonzero only at r by the previous arguments. But, this is a contradiction by Lemma 3.2.(2). So, we obtain a proof.
Since each a jk is nonzero, a 12 + t 0 · a 11 = 0 for some t 0 = 0. If a 22 + t 0 · a 21 = 0, det a 11 a 12 + t 0 · a 11 a 21 a 22 + t 0 · a 21 = 0, i.e. det (a jk ) 1≤j,k≤b2 = 0.
So, it remains to show a 22 + t 0 · a 21 = 0. By proof of Proposition 3.3,
, and
. So, both a j2 + t 0 · a j1 's do not vanish simultaneously by Lemma 3.14.
Proof of Proposition 3.11 and 3.13
In this section, we give postponed proofs of Proposition 3.11 and 3.13. First, we prove Proposition 3.11. As the first step for this, we show that fixed points are not so many.
Lemma 4.1. M has at most eight fixed points, so µ(M ) is at most octagonal.
Proof. By the index increasing property, any index two and four vertices are adjacent to o and r, respectively. By three-valency, this implies that there are at most three index two and four vertices. Also, since there are the unique index zero and six vertices o and r, we obtain that M has at most eight fixed points.
Investigating moment map images, it is natural to use the terms boundary and interior.
Definition 4.2. A vertex v is boundary or interior if µ(v) is contained in the boundary of µ(M ) or not, respectively. Similarly, an edge e is boundary or interior if µ(S) is contained in the boundary of µ(M ) or not for the two-sphere S corresponding to e, respectively. And, a path is boundary if its edges are all boundary.
Proof of Proposition 3.11. Consider two ascending boundary paths from o to r, and let l, l ′ be lengths of them. It is trivial that both paths can not have length one simultaneously. We may assume that l ≤ l ′ . The first and second paths pass
Figure 4.1. An example of two ascending boundary paths By the index increasing property, lengths of two paths are less than or equal to three. So, the number of boundary vertices is less than or equal to six, i.e. µ(M ) can not be a heptagon or octagon. Our proof is done case by case according to l, l ′ . If l = 1, l ′ = 2, then µ(M ) is a triangle, and o, r are adjacent. We may assume that v ′ 1 is index two. Otherwise, we may use −ξ instead of ξ. Then, there should be an index four interior vertex, call it q, because there are the same number of index two and four vertices. But, there is no more index four vertex because r is already adjacent to three vertices o, v Similarly, we can show that if l = 2, l ′ = 3, then (e), and that if l = 3, l ′ = 3, then (f) or (g).
Next, we prove Proposition 3.13. For this, we need an easy lemma on interior vertex. Proof of Proposition 3.13. We label vertices as in Figure 4 .2: (1) two ascending boundary paths from o to r pass through vertices o, p 1 , q 1 , r and o, p 3 , q 3 , r, respectively, (2) p 2 , q 2 are the index two, four interior vertices, respectively. The proof is done case by case according to arrangements of vertices of ascending cycles. So, we first investigate those arrangements. Note that every ascending cycle is tetragonal by Table 3 .1, i.e. p k 's (resp. q j 's) are not adjacent to r (resp. o). Since each ascending cycle contains two of three index four vertices, it contains at least one of two boundary index four vertices, call it q 1 . Then, the situation consists of four cases: (i) an ascending cycle contains one more boundary index four vertex, i.e. q 3 , (ii), (iii), (iv) an ascending cycle contains the interior index four vertex q 2 and starts at p = p 1 , p 2 , p 3 . Case (i): an ascending cycle contains q 1 , q 3 . Since two upper edges of the ascending cycle γ p are boundary, any opposite line segments of γ p can not intersect, see Figure 4 .2.(a). So, γ p is not crossed by Lemma 3.7. Since three upper vertices of the ascending cycle γ p are boundary, each of those three is not contained in hull γ p . Moreover by the index increasing property, p is below those three, so µ(p) is not contained in hull γ p . So, γ p is not concave by Lemma 3.7. Therefore, γ p is convex.
Case (ii): an ascending cycle contains q 1 , q 2 , and starts at p 1 . Since two edges of γ p1 are boundary, γ p1 can not be crossed by Lemma 3.7, see µ(q 2 ) should be contained in hull µ({p 1 , q 1 , r}) by Lemma 3.7. Then, we consider M = hull µ({p 1 , q 2 , r, q 3 , p 3 , o}), i.e. the closure of the complement of the tetragonal area surrounded by γ p1 in µ(M ). Since the interior vertex q 2 is already adjacent to p 1 , r, it can not be adjacent to p 3 by Lemma 4.3 (note that images of these vertices are all contained in M). So, the vertex q 2 should be adjacent to p 2 . Similarly, p 2 should be adjacent to q 1 . Then, Γ can not be 3-valent at p 3 and q 3 . This is a contradiction. So, γ p1 can not be concave. Therefore, γ p1 is convex.
Case (iii): an ascending cycle contains q 1 , q 2 , and starts at p 2 . To begin with, we show that p 3 and q 2 are adjacent. For this, we summarize adjacency between vertices as follows:
(1) by the index increasing property and the notational convention, o (resp. r) is adjacent to p k 's (resp. q j 's), and p 1 (resp. p 3 ) is adjacent to q 1 (resp. q 3 ), (2) by the assumption of this case, p 2 is adjacent to q 1 and q 2 , see Figure 4 .2.(c): black lines depict edges of γ p , and dotted lines are other edges. In the picture, it is easily observed that p 3 and q 2 should be adjacent by 3-valency at p 3 . So, we can find out vertices of γ p3 , see Figure 4 .2.(d): black lines are γ p2 and dotted lines are γ p3 . Here, we can observe that Case (ii) is applied to the ascending cycle γ p3 . So, γ p3 is convex. Now, we show that γ p2 is not crossed. Assume the converse. Since the edge e q1,r is boundary, images of two edges e q2,r and e p2,q1 should intersect. Then, the set µ({q 2 , p 2 , p 3 , r}) becomes in the same side with respect to the straight line passing through µ({q 2 , r}), see Figure 4 .2.(e). Since q 2 is interior and is adjacent to p 2 , p 3 , r, this is a contradiction by Lemma 4.3. Therefore, γ p2 is not crossed. Next, we show that γ p2 is not concave. Assume the converse. Since q 1 , r of γ p2 are boundary, there are two possibilities: (1) µ(p 2 ) is contained in hull µ({q 1 , q 2 , r}), or (2) µ(q 2 ) is contained in hull µ({p 2 , q 1 , r}). It is easy that (1) is impossible because p 2 is below q 1 , q 2 , r. So, we only have to show Case (iv): an ascending cycle contains q 1 , q 2 , and starts at p 3 . By the notational convention, p 3 is adjacent to o, q 3 . Additionally, p 3 is adjacent to q 1 , q 2 by the assumption of this case. So, Γ is not 3-valent at p 3 . Therefore, this case is impossible.
